Network as a Service
Firewall Services and load balancers

Network as a Service
Solutions Brief
Why choose OCSL
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Enterprise level service
for a fraction of the
investment
Highly skilled team with
25 years of delivering
services to customers
worldwide
Bespoke, fully
transparent
service
Allocated Service
Delivery Manager to look
after your account and
deliver the most from
your service
Key strategic
partner
relationships with
Cloud vendors and
direct connections
to Cloud providers
OCSL’s data centres:

► Government OFFICIAL
► Supplier N3/HSCN Supplier
► G-Cloud Supplier
► Cyber Essentials + IASME
► ISO 27001, 20000, 27018, 9001
& 22301 certified by a UKAS
accredited auditor

Every service has connectivity as its heart to enable service to our
customers, whether its firewall, load balancers or storage connectivity we’ve
got it covered.
For physical connectivity in the datacentres, we offer the following services to
meet your connectivity and hosting requirements:


Ethernet ports from 100Mbs to 40Gbps



Fibre Channel from 2Gbps to 16gbps

Transit and bandwidth services:


Inter region connectivity, provided in a scalable resilient manner at speeds from
100mbps to 40Gbps



Resilient, scalable Internet connectivity at speeds up to 10Gbps

See our complementary CloudRoute offering for connectivity to 3rd party
sites including yours, AWS, Azure, N3 and PSN.

Firewall Services
Based on industry leading vendors Cisco and Checkpoint we offer physical
firewall appliances in a single or split site design to cater for failover and DR
scenarios.
Additional layer 7 services can be added using our Advanced inspection
services.

Load Balancers
Providing load balancing services using our PAAS offerings with haproxy
via Cloud control or physical and virtual appliances based on
Loadbalancer.org and Kemp we’ve got your load balancing requirements
covered from the small 2 node deployment to hundreds of nodes.
All of our offerings come with management and monitor offerings and are
covered by our bolt on products including SIEM, patching and Compliance
& Accreditation.

Why OCSL Managed Services?
The world of technology offers a wealth of remarkable options.
We’ll guide you through them. Agility and flexibility are important, as
business changes. We’ll help continually push your digital potential
and meet your ever-changing needs. More than just a service provider,
we’ll be your strategic, long term partner.
For more information visit: ocsl.co.uk/what-we-do/managedservices

